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Purpose and Summary

The Information Security Office has drafted a suite of policies that define the contours and requirements of the University's Information Security Program. Due to the urgency of this issue, President Robbins signed these policies on an interim basis, and they are now undergoing stakeholder review prior to being enacted as permanent policies. Find information below. Feedback may be submitted via the feedback box on this site.

Policy Impact and Tracking Statement [1]

ISO-100 Interim Information Security Program Policy [2]
ISO-400 Interim Information Classification and Determination Policy [5]
ISO-700 Interim Acceptable Use of Computers and Networks Policy [8]
ISO-900 Interim Contingency Planning Policy [10]
ISO-1100 Interim Information System Audit, Accountability, and Activity Review Policy [12]


ISO-1300 Interim Secure Application Development and Administration Policy [14]


ISO-1500 Interim Vendor and Contract Security Policy [16]

ISO-1600 Interim Vulnerability and Patch Management Policy [17]

ISO-1700 Interim Electronic Privacy Policy [18]
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